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A boom in sales for the most traditional of flowers has seen tastes shift as gardeners fall for wilder varieties ...
The irresistible rise of the rose
China roses, which have yellow flowers and repeat blooming, are another wild rose option. One of the best forms of China roses (Rosa chinensis) was grown in Europe in the mid-1700s and is known ...
Sally Scalera: Wild roses produce fragrant flowers and can stand up to hot, dry weather
Impulsively, Em and I each grabbed a few blooms growing by the roadside — oxeye daisies, bird’s-foot trefoil, blue vetch and fleabane — and wound them into our hair. So adorned, we were sylvan sprites ...
It might have looked cool on Instagram, but we were foolish to weave wild blooms in our hair
This field all wet with rain is a rare wonder, as it slowly becomes a wood of hawthorn and sallow ...
Country diary: the dog rose rambles over our common places
These beautiful blooms offer “delight for a weary heart, a trip down memory lane and a huge emotional lift,” Cambrian columnist Kathe Tanner writes.
See the summer flowers brightening up SLO County
We headed to the Santa Cruz foothills to forage for edible plants. Our guide, Caitlin Rose Wild, chose the trail that evening based on “wherever I heard the mushrooms and plants singing.” That day, ...
Meals Worth the Trip: I foraged for food in the mountains of Santa Cruz
This week on Discover Nature, celebrate summer with the colorful blooms of wild bergamot (Monarda fistulosa). This delicate and aromatic plant in the mint family blooms from late spring to mid-summer, ...
Discover Nature: Wild Bergamot Blooms
The primary objective of pairing one whisky with varied cuisines was to bring out the perfect harmony between the two, by showcasing legacy foods with a spirit that has benefitted from the power of ti ...
The ‘Art of Time’: Pairings perfected over time
Most sunflower seed sold for ornamental use in the United States produces pollenless flowers. | realestate.boston.com ...
Sunflowers: Why some of these tall beauties are not the bee’s knees
Anne Barnard, of Rose Cottage Plants (see suppliers), tells ... fought for and won an AGM on the RHS trial. The wild-looking, ferny foliage and ruffled, chrysanthemum-like blooms of ‘Soulman’, a rich ...
The top 20 dahlias to bring a pop a colour to your garden
They are interested in the flowers of ornamental and vegetable plants, especially of the sweet pea, rose, narcissus and runner bean ... “They all develop in the flower buds of wild flowers or ...
The tiny black beetles invading homes across Hull and East Riding
"We will also research other plants to see if the changes we observed in the wild rose are also found in other flowers." Research has suggested that glyphosate isn't acutely toxic to most organisms at ...
Glyphosates Can Linger, Cause Plant Infertility
Nigel Colborn says 52 orchid species are native to Britain and are flowering now He said these colourful plants are perfect for brightening a summer border.
Wild about orchids: Exotic-looking and hardy, these plants are perfect for brightening borders
Many drive-in theaters got a boost during the pandemic. But the scene at the Mahoning Drive-In in rural Pennsylvania is something else entirely.
The Schlock-Horror Drive-In That Rose From the Grave
"We will also research other plants to see if the changes we observed in the wild rose are also found in other flowers." Wood said that while past research shows glyphosate is not acutely toxic to ...
Glyphosate pesticides persist for years in wild plants and cause flower infertility
Rose Hill Memorial Park is hoping to change that attitude, with a little help from people such as Audrey Hepburn, Fred Astaire, Tony Curtis and Marilyn Monroe. Rose Hill, one of the city’s ...
A Rose in bloom: Historic cemetery finds new ways to make memories
A range of measurements were taken on the flowers and pollen. The scientists found that wild prickly rose plants sprayed with glyphosate had the viability of their pollen reduced by 66% when compared ...
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